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Abstract We design a novel receiver based on the theoretical finding that the linear phase noise is
uncorrelated with the nonlinear phase noise. The implementation of the proposed receiver is straightfor-
ward and it performs almost equally to the optimal detector at a much lower complexity.

Introduction
The Kerr nonlinearity results in intra- and inter-
channel distortions, whose effects can be miti-
gated via a variety of techniques1,2. In single-
channel transmission, the nonlinear phase noise
(NLPN) or self-phase modulation is a dominant
nonlinear impairment3–5. Hence, the quest for
efficient methods of compensating the effect of
NLPN has spurred a great deal of research. It
has been shown that the received signal power
can be used to compensate for the NLPN, since
these are correlated. Such compensation can be
done optically6 or electronically7.

Most previous works on nonlinearity mitiga-
tion for zero-dispersion fiber links have assumed
ideal distributed amplification, for which the exact
Maximum-likelihood (ML) decision regions have
been derived8. ML detection and optimal decision
regions for distributed amplified systems and mul-
tilevel PSK modulation were investigated in8. For
lumped amplification, a learning-based approach
was proposed in9, however little work has been
performed on ML detection in this more practical
scenario.

In this paper, we design a suboptimal per-
sample detector for coherent fiber-optic links,
where the NLPN is the dominant system impair-
ment. The per-sample model with zero dispersion
has been widely studied before7,8,10. We con-
sider long-haul transmission with multiple spans
of lumped amplification. We find a low-complexity
detector which performs close to the ML detector.

Channel Model
The most common zero-dispersion model for
fiber links with lumped amplification is Mecozzi’s
model11,7,5. The block diagram of this channel is
shown in Fig. 1. Here, we consider a fiber-optic
link with N spans of length L and attenuation co-
efficient of α. At the end of each span an optical
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Fig. 1: A lumped amplified fiber-optic link with N
spans.

amplifier (e.g., EDFA) with power gain G = eαL

perfectly compensates for the attenuation of the
single mode fiber (SMF)5. In Fig. 1, in each span,
the input–output relationship is

Uk+1 =Uk exp
(
jγLeff |Uk|2

)
+Wk, 1 ≤ k ≤ N, (1)

where k is the span index, Uk is the sig-
nal samples at the input of the kth span,
Leff =

(
1− e−αL

)
/α, and Wk ∼ CN (0, 2nsp(G −

1)hνB) is the noise added by the kth am-
plifier. The parameters are given in Tab. 1.
Let X , U1, Y , UN+1, and Zi ,∑i
k=1Wkexp

(
−jγLeff

∑k
l=1 |Ul|2

)
. The input-

output relationship of the overall channel is

Y = (X + ZN )ejΦNL , (2)

where ΦNL , γLeff

{
|X|2 +

∑N−1
i=1 |X + Zi|2

}
is

the NLPN. The linear phase noise is ΦL ,
ψ(arg(X + ZN ) − arg(X)), where ψ(x) ,
(x mod 2π) − π, and x mod 2π is a modulo op-
erator, which returns the remainder of x divided
by 2π.

Existing Detectors
Here we describe two previously considered de-
tectors: the modified two-stage (MTS) detector,
and the back-rotation (BR) detector.

MTS detector: The MTS detector is a modi-
fied variant of the two-stage detector proposed
in10. It comprises two successive stages. Let
x = r exp(jφ) be the transmitted symbol. First,
MAP detection is performed to estimate r from |y|
and X . Let r̂ be the estimation of r. A phase ro-



Tab. 1: System parameters and their descriptions

Symbol Value Meaning
nsp 1.41 Emission factor
hν 1.28 · 10−19 J Photon energy
αdB 0.2 dB/km Fiber attenuation
γ 1.27 (W km)−1 Nonlinear coefficient
B 32 GHz Noise bandwidth

tation is applied to the received sample y. This
phase rotation is calculated based on7,8 as

φTS = γLeff
(N + 1)

2
r̂2 + γLeff

(N − 1)

2
|y|2 . (3)

The second stage of the detection is a minimum
distance detector x̂ = arg minx∈X

∣∣x− ye−jφTS
∣∣.

BR detector: In this approach, only the de-
terministic part of the channel is considered7,6.
The phase shift for the BR scheme is φBR =

NγLeff |y|2. This leads to the minimum distance
detector x̂ = arg minx∈X

∣∣x− ye−jφBR
∣∣.

Proposed Detector
The optimal detector based on the observation of
Y = y is the ML detector

x̂ = arg max
x∈X

fY |X (y|x) , (4)

where fY |X (·|·) is the conditional probability den-
sity function (pdf) and X is the constellation set.
The exact ML decision boundaries are unknown
for systems with lumped inline amplifiers. To de-
sign the proposed detector, we first require the
following theorem whose proof is omitted due to
the lack of space

Theorem 1. The linear phase noise ΦL is uncor-
related with both the received power and ΦNL.

Accordingly, we developed our near-optimal de-
tector outlined in Algorithm 1. The detector is de-
rived based on a Gaussian approximation of the
phase statistics and the assumption of indepen-
dency between the received power |y|2 and the
modified phase θ̃x for a given X = x. Steps 2–
4 can be precomputed and stored offline before
any transmission takes place. Only Steps 5–9
are computed for every received sample y. The
set of modified phases is defined and computed
in Step 5. In Step 6, the set of exact pdfs of the
received power is computed. In Step 7, the set
of approximate pdfs of the modified phases are
computed. Finally, in Step 9, by the assumption
of independency between the received power and
the modified phase, an approximate ML detector
is implemented.

Numerical Results
We evaluate the performance of the proposed de-
tector in simulations using (1) and the parame-
ters in Tab. 1, and we compare the symbol error

Algorithm 1 Proposed Detector
Inputs: y: received sample; X : constellation set;
N : number of spans; L: length of each span; α:
fiber attenuation; γ: nonlinear coefficient; σ2 =
nsp(eαL − 1)hνB; Leff =

(
1− e−αL

)
/α.

Output: x̂: detected symbol.
1: for x ∈ X do
2: {µθ|x}← γLeff(N+1)(3|x|4+(4N−1)σ2|x|2+2N(N−1)σ4)

6(|x|2+Nσ2)

+ arg (x)

3: {σ2
θ|x}←

N(N2−1)(γLeffσ)2(|x|4+2Nσ2|x|2+ 2N2+1
3 σ4)

3(|x|2+Nσ2)

+ Nσ2

|x|2

4: {ζx}←
−γLeff (N−1)[|x|2+ 2N−1

3 σ2]
2(|x|2+Nσ2)

5: {θ̃x}←ψ(arg(y) + ζx|y|2 − µθ|x) + µθ|x

6: {fp|x}← 1
2Nσ2 exp

(
− |x|

2+|y|2
2Nσ2

)
I0

(
|xy|
Nσ2

)
7: {f̂θ̃|x}← 1

σθ|x
√

2π erf

(
π

σθ|x
√

2

) exp

(
− (θ̃x−µθ|x)

2

2σ2
θ|x

)
8: end for

9: x̂←arg maxx∈X fp|xf̂θ̃|x

rate (SER) of the proposed detector with the BR,
MTS, and ML detectors. We consider a single-
polarization multi-span zero-dispersion fiber-optic
link with a standard square 16-QAM constellation.
The transmission system operates at 32 Gbaud
corresponding to a data rate of 128 Gbit/s.

For the ML detector, we numerically find the de-
cision regions using a histogram-based pdf es-
timation for each transmission power. First, we
consider two-dimensional grid coordinates for the
received sample space. The dimensions are the
radius |Y | and the phase arg(Y ). Then, we gener-
ate a large number of samples for each 16-QAM
symbols. These samples are transmitted through
the channel. After that, we locate the received
samples in the cells of the defined grid, and we
count the number of samples in each cell. Finally,
we allocate each cell to the symbol with the high-
est number of samples in it. Using finer grids and
higher number of samples, these decision regions
converge to the exact ML decision regions.

To show the effectiveness of the proposed de-
tector, in Fig. 2, we compare the decision regions
of the ML detector with the other schemes. We
generate 1.2 × 1012 samples for each 16-QAM
symbols to draw the ML decision regions. We
consider a grid resolution of 500 × 500 for all
schemes. In Fig. 2(a), there is an almost per-
fect match between the ML regions and those of
the proposed detector. Fig. 3 represents the SER
for various transmission power levels and different
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Fig. 2: Comparison of 16 decision regions of the ML detector (blue) with the ones of (a) proposed detector, (b)
MTS, and (c) BR on a link with N = 20 spans of length L = 100 km at 32 Gbaud with a 16-QAM constellation and

Pt = 0 dBm.
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Fig. 3: SER of the proposed detector and other
schemes.

detectors. It can be seen that the SER of our pro-
posed scheme is very close to that of the ML de-
tector, and it is better than the BR and MTS detec-
tors. In comparison to the proposed detector, the
implementation of the ML detector is very com-
plex. The proposed detector achieves the same
performance with much lower complexity.

Conclusions
In this paper, we rigorously showed that the lin-
ear phase noise and the NLPN are uncorrelated,
which enables the design of a new type of low-
complexity detector for zero-dispersion links. Our
Monte Carlo simulations indicate that the pro-
posed receiver outperforms state-of-the-art low-
complexity detectors, including the MTS and the
BR detectors, and its SER is almost equal to
that of the ML detector. Derivation of this de-
tector should only be regarded as a first step to-
wards new near-optimal detectors for more realis-
tic long-haul scenarios, including both dispersion
and nonlinearity. A natural next step would there-
fore be to extend these promising results to dis-
persive fiber links.
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